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Abstract
The recent studies in robotics tend to develop legged robots to perform highly dy-
namic movement on rough terrain. Before implementing on robots, the reference
generation and control algorithms are preferably tested in simulation and anima-
tion environments. For simulation frameworks dedicated to the test of legged lo-
comotion, the contact modeling is of pronounced significance. Simulation requires
a correct contact model for obtaining realistic results.
Penalty based contact modeling is a popular approach that defines contact as a
spring - damper combination. This approach is simple to implement. However,
penetration is observed in this model. Interpenetration of simulated objects results
in less than ideal realism. In contrast to penalty based method, exact contact
model defines the constraints of contact forces and solves them by using analytical
methods.
In this thesis, a quadruped robot is simulated with exact contact model. The
motion of system is solved by the articulated body method (ABM). This algorithm
has O(n) computational complexity. The ABM is employed to avoid calculation
of the inverse of matrices. The contact is handled as a linear complementarity
problem and solved by using the projected Gauss Seidel algorithm. Joint and
contact friction terms consisting of viscous and Coulomb friction components are
implemented.
Bacaklı Robotların Dinamik Simu¨lasyonları ic¸in Temas Modeli
Orhan Ayit
ME M.Sc. Tezi, 2015
Tez Danıs¸manı: Doc¸. Dr. Kemalettin Erbatur
Anahtar kelimeler: Ceza tabanlı temas modelleme, fizik tabanlı temas
modelleme, dog˘rusal tamamlayıcı problem, Gauss Seidel algoritması, do¨rt bacaklı
robot
O¨zet
Robotik alanındaki son c¸alıs¸malar engebeli arazide c¸ok dinamik hareketler gerc¸ekles¸-
tiren bacaklı robotların gelis¸tirilmesine yo¨nelmektedir. Referans sentezi ve kontrol
algoritmalarının robotlara uygulamadan o¨nce simu¨lasyon ve animasyon ortam-
larında test edilmesi tercih edilmektedir. Bacaklı robotların hareket kabiliyetine
o¨zel simu¨lato¨rler ic¸in temas modellemesi c¸ok o¨nemlidir. Gerc¸ekc¸i sonuc¸lar elde
edebilmek ic¸in simu¨lasyonların dog˘ru temas modeline ihtiyacı vardır. Ceza tabanlı
temas modeli, teması yay ve so¨nu¨mleyici ile tanımlayan popu¨ler bir yaklas¸ımdır.
Bu yaklas¸ımı uygulanması basittir. Fakat, bu modelde ic¸ ic¸e gec¸me go¨ru¨lmektedir.
Simule edilen objelerin birbirinin ic¸ine girmesi, ideal gerc¸ekc¸ilikten uzaklas¸masına
neden olur. Ceza tabanlı metodun tersine, kesin temas modeli temas kuvvetlerinin
kısıtlamalarını tanımlar ve bunları c¸o¨zu¨msel metotlar kullanarak c¸o¨zer.
Bu tezde, do¨rt bacaklı bir robot ic¸in kesin temas modeli elde edilmis¸tir. Sistemin
hareketi, do¨ner eklemli vu¨cut metotu ile c¸o¨zu¨lmu¨s¸tu¨r (ABM). Bu algoritma, O(n)
hesaplama karmas¸ıklıg˘ına sahiptir. ABM, atalet matrislerinin tersini hesaplamak-
tan kac¸ınmak ic¸in kullanılmıs¸tır. Temas, dog˘rusal tamamlayıcı problem olarak
ele alınır ve Gauss Seidel algoritması ile c¸o¨zu¨lu¨r. Viskoz ve Coulomb su¨rtu¨nme
biles¸enlerinden olus¸an eklem ve temas su¨rtu¨nmeleri uygulanmıs¸tır.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
Studies on robotics were initialized in 1950s to perform dull, dirty and dangerous
work in place of humans. Industrial robots were developed with fixed base such
as industrial robot of GM [86] and AMF Verstran robot [86] and these manipu-
lators are categorized based on kinematic arrangements as articulated, spherical,
SCARA, cyclindirical and cartesian [104].
In recent years, researchers’ interests in mobile robotics has risen rapidly due to
incenting challenges and possible employabilities in different areas such as industry,
military, health, safety and environment. In contrast to fixed based industrial
robots, mobile robots may require to keep self balances and generate optimal
pathes for both navigation and obstacle avoidance which are valuable reasearch
areas in robotics. The mobile robots are mainly categorized in terms of legged,
wheeled, swimming, flying and crawler. Siegwart et al. stated that wheeled and
legged robots are generally preferred categories of the mobile robots [101] on land.
Wheeled robots play a significant role in robotic studies due to inessentiality of
complex algorithms for their balance issues. Besides their inherent balancing ad-
vantage, ease of setting up by using off-the-shelf components and flexibility of
employment in various environments are also benefits of wheeled robots. Various
wheel types are available, including standard wheel, castor wheel, swedish wheel
and spherical wheel. [101].
1
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(a) (b) (c) (d)
Figure 1.1: (a) Standard wheel, (b) Castor wheel, (c) Sweedish wheel, (d)
Spherical wheel
Figure 1.1 shows these wheeled types. Studies on legged robots has increased
in last 30 years to handle moving on rough terrain like animals [92]. Maintaining
balance in harsh environment is the main research area in the field of legged robots.
However, this can only be accomplished with complex control algorithms. In
addition, another significant research topic is mimicing difficult movement which
animal or humans can. Jumping climbing, walking, running are examples. To
perform these tasks by robots, actuators must achieve fast responses and output
high power. Hydraulic actuators can meet these specifications.
1.1 Motivation
With the ability to handle highly dynamic tasks, legged robots with hydrualic ac-
tuators made great impact on legged robotics research. Recent researches focused
on adapting hydraulic robots to outdoor applications (BigDog [21], HyQ [99], At-
las [20]). Quadruped robots come into prominence for outdoor applications due
to the advantage of keeping balance when compared with the robots which have
less than four legs. They also posses manufacturing simplicity when compare with
robots with more than four legs. Simulation has significant role in robotics because
it provides a means to develop and verify control algorithms before implementing
them on a real robot. The quality, and even more importantly, the stability of
the simulation is highly dependent on the contact model. Penalty based methods,
which are easy to implement from the programming point of view, are adequate
for the simulation of slow motion and when the range of occuring contact forces
Introduction 3
is quite narrow. When these simplifying conditions are met, it is straightforward
to apply manual and ad-hoc tuning techniques for the typically involved spring
and damped parameters of the penalty based method. This is the case when only
walking and slow speed quadruped gaits are considered. However, highly dynamic
motion, as examplified by running, galloping and jumping over obstacles is differ-
ent in this aspect. A penalty algorithm tuned for a certain force range can fail
to represent realistic contacts for take-off and landing motion necessary to carry
out a jump over an obstacle. More dramatically, stability of simulation can be
lost. here, stability does not refer to robot balance of dynamic stability core to
control sysem design. Rather, by the “loss of simulation stability,” computation of
very high-magnitude (and thus unrealistic) forces by the contact model is meant.
These high-magnitude forces usually cause the simulated robot to spin or fly off
the ground with very high speeds. This behavior of simulation can be avoided by
applying the more sophisticated exact contact force computation approaches. A
legged robot simulator equipped with a “stable” contact model can perform as a
backbone of dynamic quadruped motion research.
1.2 Contribution of the Thesis
Ruspini and Khatib defined the constraints for contact and collision forces and
offered analytical solution to solve them by using Lemke algorithm [97]. The sig-
nificant deficiency of the algorithm is handling contact modeling without friction
forces. In 2006, Chardonnet et al. developed an algorithm to allocate this defi-
ciency and added Coulomb friction term [14]. In addition, the projected Gauss
Seidel algorithm is used to solve contact forces with friction and simulation with
this new contact model is compared with a penalty based contact simulation of
the HRP humonoid robot. However, as mentioned in [14], the robot is simulated
without joint friction. In this thesis, the exact contact modeling is used to sim-
ulate a quadruped robot with joint and ground friction terms. Both visocus and
Coulomb friction effects are considered. The stable and realistic method will be
used as an integral part in the simulation framework in the TUBITAK funded 1001
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Project 114E618 Quadruped Robot Design, Construction and Control. Compar-
isions of penalty-based and exact computation techniques on a quadruped robot
are presented with simulation results.
1.3 Outline of the thesis
This thesis is organized into the following chapters:
• Chapter 2 presents a review of contact modeling algorithms. Information
on legged robots and the virtues of hydraulic actuators in legged robotic
systems are briefed. The role of simulation in robotic design and control and
contributions of contact modeling in the quality of simulation is stressed.
• Chapter 3 reviews articulated body method (ABM) which sits at the core
of the dynamics simulation in this thesis. The application of the ABM to
robotic systems is reviewed progrsssively: Derivations are carried out firstly
for a serial linkage with fixed base. This is followed by the derivation for a
tree-like linkage with fixed base. Finally, the family of free-fall manipulators
(to which quadrupeds belong) are covered in the same context.
• Chapter 4 implements techniques for contact modeling. An ABM based
method is employed for obtaining exact contact forces. Also, constraints for
contact and collision are considered and modeled by using the ABM method.
The mentioned model implementation is explained in detail.
• Chapter 5 presents the results of simulation. A penalty based contact model
and the developed exact contact model are compared via simulations with a
four legged robot.
• Chapter 6 concludes the thesis. Expected use of the results obtained in the
thesis are discussed.
Chapter 2
Background
2.1 Introduction
The aim of this chapter is the review of legged robotics and the role of contact
modeling in simulation studies.
2.2 Legged Robots:
Research on legged robots dates back on mid 20th century with speed up in the
last thirty years. Due to capability of moving on land, mobile robots which are au-
tonomous or controlled by remote control, come into prominence for the execution
of dangerous tasks. For example, robots can detect and annihilate mines, gather
information about enemies, carry heavy loads, and support battle in military ap-
plications. They can also respond to natural disasters such as fire and earthquakes.
Land mobile robots can be wheeled vehicles, tracked or legged mechanisms. Based
on applications, the legged robots can have advantages over tracked and wheeled
robots. Legs are beneficial when robots perform activities such as climbing steps
or sets, moving on rocky terrain, and crossing ditches. The wheeled and tracked
robots require to contact with the ground continuously. However, legged robots
can contact the grounds at points which are far from each other. That enables
5
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legged robots to avoid some obstacles easier than it is the case with wheeled and
tracked robots. Also legged robots with their separate contact points, move on
farms without irreversible harm to the crops. This is in contrast to tracked and
wheeled robots. One legged, two legged and four legged or more than four legged
robots are developed. When compared with one legged and two legged robots,
four legged robots posses a more balanced structure. Moreover, manufacturing of
four legged robots is simpler when it is compared to robots which have more than
four leg. In many applications (for example in military operations) ability to run
fast and carry heavy load become requirements. This performed by many four
legged animals in nature. By these motivations, many studies about four legged
robots have been carried out.
The first important legged robot project was constructed by General Electric. In
this project, a vehicle with legs was designed and it was driven by a human oper-
ator (Liston and Mosher, 1968)[69]. McGhee [73] in U.S.A. and Gurfinkel [44] in
S.S.C.B firstly implemented computer control on legged robots. In 1984, a com-
puter controlled machine with pantograph type legs was designed by Hirose and
this machine had the ability to climb steps [46]. These pioneer three robots have
a significant common feature that the projection of the robot center of gravity on
the world coordinate was in the support polygon, defined by contacting leg tips.
This kind of gait is called as static walking [94]. By static walking, balance is
maintained continuously. However, the robot moves with low speed. In the con-
trasting dynamic walking, there are some situations which make projection of the
center of gravity on the world frame leaves the support polygon. First studies on
dynamic walking were carried out by Kato et. al,[57] and Miura and Shimoyama
[80]. Other examples of pioneer robots can be found in Raibert[94] and Raibert
[93] Recently, significant legged robot projects and researh are carried out too.
Some of them are Scout I [118], Scout II [8], Aibo[? ], Kotetsu [72], Patrush[59],
Tekken [40], Tekken2 [60], PAW [102], RollerWalker [26], Mrwallspect [56], Kolt
[32], Cheetah-Cub [105] which had contributions on literature with successful re-
sults in 1990s and early of 2000s. Also, Raibert's studies between 1970s and today
play an important role on legged robotic.
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(a) (b) (c)
(d) (e) (f)
Figure 2.1: (a) General Electric Walking Truck [69], (b) PonyPony [73], (c)
PV-II [46], (d) AIBO [? ], (e) Patrush [59], (f) Kolt [32]
Raibert began his studies on legged robots by designing a jumping monopod robot
with hydraulic an actuator [94, 93]. Moreover, by using the same jumping principle
as with the monopod, he continued research on a two legged robot [91] and a four
legged robot [93, 95]. The Boston Dynamics Company, established by Raibert,
developed legged robots for military goals and these robots had a significant impact
on the field of robotics. Examples of the legged robots of Boston Dynamics can
be given as: BigDog [92], LS3 [24], Littledog [63], Cheetah [22], WildCat [23],
Rhex [25]. In 2013, this company was sold to Google Company and this also
indicates that the studies on legged robotics may create a new industrial area.
The most important result of the studies in Boston Dynamics is the motivation
of researchers in other institutions focus on dynamic legged robot with hydraulic
actuators. During the last decade, the number studies on the four legged robots are
increased substantially. For example, a four legged robot, HyQ, designed by IIT
(Italian Institute of Technology) is inspired from BigDog. Due to military adressed
design of the BigDog robot, only limited information about it can be gathered
with the exception of video demonstrations. In contrast, the HyQ researcher
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group published papers which include significant information about their design
of legged robots with hydraulic actuators [99, 38, 12].
(a) (b) (c)
Figure 2.2: (a) LittleDog[63], (b) BigDog[92], (c) LS3[24]
The hydraulic actuator has a significant feature which distinguish the Boston
Dynamics and Italian Institute of Technology's robots from others, mentioned
above. The distinguished feature can be called as highly dynamic movement.
There is no exact description of the concept of highly dynamic. However, the HyQ
research group uses this term in their publications where a robot is called highly
dynamic when it has capabilities to run, jump, and react fast to disturbances.
These abilities play key roles on walking/runing on rough terrain. Electrical,
pneumatic and hydraulic actuators are generally used in robotics. The hydraulic
actuator has the highest power-to weight ratio among to these types. Therefore,
when this power is controlled properly, robots can be developed to perform highly
dynamic movement on rough terrain.
Studies show that many robots which are mentioned above, can walk or run on
rough or smooth terrain. Kotetsu [72] has ability to move on smooth surfaces.
Patrush [59] runs on smooth surfaces and walks on surfaces with 12 degrees slope.
Tekken [40] can walk forward on surfaces with 10 degrees, it also walks in the
lateral direction on surfaces with 5 degrees slope. In addition, Tekken can walk
on pebble stones with a speed of 0.6 meter/sec. PAW [102] has the ability to walk
on surfaces with 16 degree slope and it jumps over obstacles which have a height
of 166 mm. Scout can climb stairs which have the height as equal to 0.45 times
the leg length of the robot has [13]. Mrwallspect can move up and down surfaces
which has 35 degrees and it can jump over obstacles of 1.1 meter height [92]. HyQ
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can run with a speed of 1.7 and jump to a height 0.2 m [12]. The dimension of
the robot has a significant effect on the speed data. So do actuators, the control
method and sensors. BigDog stands out with ability to move on rough terrain and
being robust when disturbance forces are applied. The demonstration videos of
BigDog show that the fast response hydraulic actuators have significant effect on
rejected disturbances [21].
2.2.1 Kinematic Configuration:
Studies show that four legged robots can be designed with different degrees of
freedom and kinematic form. Some of the robots have only shoulder and hip as
revolute joints and when contact between leg tips and ground is occur, energy
of collision impact is absorbed by springs which are located between joints [118].
This type robot is suitable for bounding movement. In addition, in some kinematic
configurations, robot can use legs and wheels or tracks to move. These wheel and
tracks are added at the middle or at the tip of the leg such legged robots can be
reconfigured and change mode to move by using wheels or tracks [98, 107, 83].
Kinematic arrangements similiar to natural ones are significant for legged robotics
research (BigDog, LS3, HyQ and StarlETH [51]). This leg configuration is also
suitable for many walking types. In the HyQ robot, BigDog 2005 and BigDog
2006 versions, a 3 degrees of freedom kinematic arrangement with revolute joints
is used. In BigDog 2010 version, one degree of freedom is added on the ankle of
the robot. This development made the robot to contact the ground with a desired
angle on the sagital plane.
2.2.2 Synthesis of References
For the design of a walking machine, mechanical design, synthesis of reference
trajectories and control methods must be combined. In many studies the trajectory
synthesis of four legged robots is inspired from nature. Animal walking types
and step timing were systematically studied in 1800s. In Mulbridges studies,
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walking manners of mammals were investigated and recorded [82]. Walking can
be performed with different types[47] that depend on the order of swing phase,
timing of swing phase, duration of stance phase, and duration of swing phase.
Observed walking types of four legged animals are crawl, trot, pace, canter, and
gallop. During crawl, which is generally performed by turtles, at least three legs
are always in contact with ground and that pattern provides stability of balance.
In crawl motion, left front leg, right back leg, right front leg and left back leg move
orderly. Studies show that trot movement is performed by most of the four legged
animals such as horse and camel. During this type of locomotion, diagonal legs
move together. Pace motion, similar to trot, is performed by salamander, lizard
and similar creatures. During a pace, same sided legs move together. Canter and
gallop are observed with horses. Gallop is performed for fast travels. Trot type
walking was the main topic in many studies[120, 119, 64, 108, 88]. Trot is more
stable than pace.
Central Pattern Generators can be used in reference gait synthesis. In this ap-
proach, for reference synthesis of joint coordinates or leg tips, fixed limit cycle
dynamic equations are used. These equations are categorized in two groups as
of neural oscillators and nonlinear oscillators. Parameters of oscillators can be
obtained by using trial and error methods, optimization or learning algorithms.
Output of an oscillator can be taken as the reference for an articulated joint of
a four-legged robot. Other articulated joint references can then be obtained by
adding phase differences to this main oscillators output. These phase differences
determine the walking type of a robot. This approach completes reference syn-
thesis by using only one oscillator. The addition of phase differences provides
simplicity for gait transition. A gait transition means that the type of the locomo-
tion is changed without a break between two types. The use of a stability criterion
for providing the robot's balance is important. One of the stability criteria is that
the projection of the robot center of gravity on ground is kept in the support
polygon, defined by the tips of legs in contact with ground. This criterion is valid
for slow movement however, when the robot moves fast, this projection cannot be
kept in the support polygon. For this situation, the so-called Zero Moment Point
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criterion can be applied. Reference generation by the use of the ZMP criterion is
popular in biped robotics research [113, 55, 103, 89, 29, 109]. According to this
criterion, ZMP must be kept in the support polygon for a balanced gait.
2.3 Importance of Simulation in Robotics
Simulation of multiple rigid bodies has a significant place on a wide range of ap-
plications such as movies, molecular dynamics, games and robotics [114]. Many
studies were the performed for improving the simulators. These improvements are
in accuracy of the simulator and in computational efficiency. The requirements
imposed on simulators change according to application. Some applications require
a fast simulators while other one require an accurate one [10]. For example, Mir-
tich states that the main requirement of a simulator is accuracy and the second
one is computational efficiency [79]. Bender [10] mentions that in animation, the
simulator does not required to be as accurate as a simulator for robot dynamics.
However, speed of the simulator is important because a real time or fast simulator
can make virtual world to be perceived more realistic [10]. In robotic simulators,
accuracy is more important than high speed [75], because, new theories on robotics
are be tested in simulation. [14]. Via simulation, the theories can be verified with-
out harming to the robots and their surrounding [75]. In dynamic simulators, the
accurate computation of contact forces and torques between robot and environ-
ment is a significant problem [48]. For solving this problem, a considerable amount
of efforts are spent. For example, David Baraf offered a new algorithm with exact
contact modeling [6], also Fujimoto et al. applied a new penalty based contact
modeling to biped walking robots [39]. The prominent approaches to deal with
this problem are the penalty based method, analytical contact modeling, impulse
based technique and time stepping methodology. In addition, to obtain satisfying
solutions from these contact modeling methods, proper methods for the derivation
of the motion have to be applied [62] and solvers to obtain the results of these
equations must be robust and efficient [117].
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Some of the popular physics engines for dynamic simulation are:
• Bullet: The Bullet physics engine is mostly used in robotics and computer
graphics. This engine uses the maximal coordinate method to obtain equa-
tions of motion and impulse based damping [30]. The drawback of the engine
is that unrealistic behaviors may be seen under some conditions [68].
• MuJoCo: The physic engine is developed to simulate multi-joint kinematic
models rapidly [81]. That algoritm calculates the motion of the system by
the reduced coordinate approach. In addition to this, this physics engine
formulates the contact by a velocity-stepping approach [111].
• PhysX: PhysX is proposed to simulate models rapidly but not necessarily
accurately. Due to this reason the engine is not preferred in robotics appli-
cations [30]. Due to its speed, the engine can convince its users of reallistic
results [49].
• ODE: ODE is an important physics engine in the field of robotics. In this en-
gine, the interpenetration is avoided and friction forces on joints and ground
are modeled to obtain realistic results [17].
• Havok: Havok, which is a popular game engine, is used in Harry Potter
movies, Halo game, Assassin’s Creed game and so on [45]. In this engine,
Coriolis forces are not calculated and due to that, the engine is not suitable
for robotics applications [30].
2.3.1 Equations of Motion
Equation of motion has a significant role on contact modeling because, the applied
forces and acceleration of links are found with reference to robots latest position
by using the equation of motions techniques therefore, the accuracy of forces and
acceleration lead to exact and effective results of contact modeling. Shabana, et
al. mentioned that equation of motion techniques can be diversified according
to their selection of the system coordinates [100]. For unconstrained rigid bodies
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motion, the opportunity of the selecting system coordinate is not much, therefore
Newton - Euler is a generally used simple and effective equation of motion method
for an unconstrained one [100]. However, for constrained rigid body motion, there
are many opportunities to choose system coordinates differently and this means
that many different methods can be used to define equations of motion for con-
strained rigid bodies [100]. Kenwright et al. categorize the dynamic equations of
constrained rigid bodies in two groups in terms of maximal coordinate methods
and reduced coordinate methods [58].
2.3.1.1 Newton Euler Formulation
Newton Euler method is generally preferred for nonconstrained system [100]. This
algorithm is chosen because according to Featherstone, this method is a valuable
algorithm to solve the equations of the inverse dynamic [34]. Orin et al. use the
Newton Euler method recursively and the algorithm has O(n) computational time
[87], also Luh et al. use O(n) recursive Newton Euler formula [70]. Non-recursive
methods have slow computational time because the algorithms share large period
of calculation time for repeated calculation. Featherstone provides an example
about it as; the recursive Newton Euler method has lower computational time
when compared with non-recursive method such as the Uicker/Kahn method [34].
These formulations are used in many robotic simulators such as, OpenHrp [54]
and Open dynamic engine [54] which is based on Webot simulator [74].
2.3.1.2 Maximal Coordinate Methods
Maximal coordinate methods refer to the group of techniques to find equation of
motion [62]. The methods are also referred as Cartesian methods because these
methods use Cartesian coordinate for computation [110]. Maximal coordinates
methods analyze each link of robots independently. Each rigid body or link have
three translation and three orientation so, in total they have six degrees of freedom.
For all robots, there are 6l dof where l is number of link, also, there is c number of
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constraints that limit the motion of the body. In maximal coordinate methods, the
constraints eliminate the inessential degree of freedom. Therefore, there are 6l-c
number of equations that represent the joints [58]. This group of method provide
advantages, such as, this method is an expansion of rigid body so it is more sim-
ple to be learned and implemented [65]. Due to these advantages, these methods
become popular for experts who study on computer graphic [62]. In contrast, the
disadvantages are that, maximal coordinate methods use the Cartesian coordi-
nates, not joint angles. For this reason, these methods cannot use joint velocities,
positions and torques in the equations directly [71]. Moreover, the inexactness of
integration and numerical error can result in the drifting and Bender states that
drift is a significant problem to cause instability of system [10]. For this reason,
maximal coordinate methods are required to post stabilization methods such as
Baumgarte stabilization [15]. Studies show that Lagrange Multiplier method is
one of the most popular method in maximal coordinate methods. Baraff states
that, Lagrange multiplier method defines system as a set of maximal coordinate
and it is mentioned that Lagrange multiplier method is simple and handle all ar-
bitrary set of constraints together which cannot be allowed by reduced coordinate
methods [7]. Also, Gleicher uses Cartesian coordinate in his paper and handles
constraint problem with Lagrange multiplier method, also he mentioned that the
reasons for using this technique are that it is simple and fast, also it is rewritten
as different quadratic problems [42]. In addition, Surles et al. use the Lagrange
multiplier to solve constraint problem [106]. Platt et al. mentioned that Lagrange
multiplier transforms the problem into non-constraint problem [90]. Weyler et al.
use a stabilized Lagrange multiple method to solve contact constraints which pre-
vent interpenetration between bodies [115]. These studies show that the Lagrange
method is used to solve the equation of motion by optimizing the constraints [58].
2.3.1.3 Reduced Coordinate Methods
Kenwright mentioned that, a group of methods to obtain equation of motion for
constraint rigid body motion runs in O (n) time. This group of methods is reduced
coordinate methods that are not popular as Maximal coordinate [58] due to its
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complexity [71]. The methods are also called as generalized coordinate methods
because they use generalized coordinate [7]. The main advantage of these meth-
ods is, formulating motion with combining constraints implicitly. Therefore, joint
angles are referred as state of system directly in contrast to Maximal coordinate
methods [62]. This makes the reduced coordinate methods to be suitable for more
complex bodies such as humanoid structure, quadruped robots and etc. [71] by
avoiding conversion between coordinates such as Cartesian space to joint space. In
addition, the group of methods solve the equation of motion by fewer DOFs and
constraints [71]. It is previously mentioned, that, drift is a significant problem for
maximal coordinate methods, however, reduced coordinate methods eliminate this
problem and also, Baraff, mentioned that, simulator by using reduced coordinate
methods, is faster due to using larger time steps for integration [7]. These are seen
as reasons for preferring the reduced coordinate methods rather than maximal
coordinate methods. Also, studies show the disadvantages of the system. These
methodology is more difficult to implement when compared with the maximal one
[71]. Non-holonomic constraints are not included to solve equation of motion and
non-linear equations are solved for explicit parameterization in terms of indepen-
dent coordinates [9]. According to these advantages and drawbacks of reduced
coordinate methods, this method is preferred when complex rigid bodies are simu-
lated and to obtain joint accelerations. For many complex rigid body, this group of
method used by simulators, such as simulator of Hrp3 humanoid robot, OpenHrp3
[84], open source library Bullet version 2.28 [52]. Many techniques are developed
for equation motion that use reduced coordinate system. In 1983, Featherstone
offered a technique that is called as articulated body algorithm (ABA) [33]. The
algorithm made significant effects on robotic and became a popular technique in
reduced coordinate methods. This Featherstone’s algorithm is handled thoroughly
in Mirtich PhD thesis, “Impulse based dynamic simulation of rigid body systems”
[79]. Mirtich states that articulated body algorithm is developed to be stands
for O (n3) methods where the inertia matrix is used to obtain the joint acceler-
ations [79]. This Featherstone algorithm takes the n-joint robot as a one joint
robot which has a base link. In this one joint robot, velocities of base member
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is known and the robot without base member is called an articulated body [34].
Featherstone mentioned that for a robot which includes n joints, link 1’s motion
is calculated by using base link’s motion. To obtain link 2’s motion, link 1 behave
as base link, in addition to that, link 2 behave as link 1. This is performed until
all link’s motion are obtained [34]. That algorithm provides simplicity because
calculation of one joint robot's acceleration is simpler than n-joint robot, also
this algorithm runs in O (n) computational complexity. Moreover, this algorithm
uses generalized coordinate therefore, drift problem is avoided. Also, Featherstone
offered a new algorithm, named as Divide-and-Conquer Articulated-Body Algo-
rithm (DCA) [36]. This algorithm is developed to solve equations of motion with
a parallel computer. It has O(log(n)) computational complexity and it is can be
implemented to any system [36]. Featherstone mentioned that this algorithm is
the fastest one when has large number processors and compared this algorithm
with articulated body algorithm (ABA) and the ABA become more effective than
DCA when a computer with low number processors are used, in contrast, DCA
becomes more effective when processor number increased [36, 35]. In addition,
Yaman et al. offered a new algorithm, named as Assembly-Disassembly algorithm
(ADA) to solve dynamic equation and mentioned that the new algorithm runs in
O (n) for serial computation and O (log (n)) for parallel computation, therefore,
author compares the new algorithm with the fastest algorithms that are ABA for
serial computation and DCA for parallel computation in his paper [116]. The
comparisons show that ADA comes into prominence for close kinematic chains
and parallel computation; in addition to that, ABA has the lowest computational
time with sufficient accuracy in open kinematic chain [116].
2.4 Contact Modeling
2.4.1 Contact Detection Algorithms
Above of this chapter, importance of contact modeling is explained and contribu-
tions on simulators to obtain more realistic behavior are mentioned. Also, contact
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detection or collision detection is a significant factor to obtain better contact model
and more realistic simulation. For detecting collision and contact, many algorithms
were developed such as Lin-Canny algorithm [67] and Gilbert-Johnson-Kerthi al-
gorithm [41]. Previous studies are shown that, these algorithms are categorized by
two general groups in terms of broad phase collision detection and narrow phase
collision detection [50].
2.4.1.1 Broad Phase Collision Detection
In this group of algorithms; boxes, which contain the points of bodies or objects,
are defined and when a box is overlapped with another box, this means that,
points which included by boxes, are collided or in contact, therefore, most of the
parts of body or objects are eliminated from consideration [76]. The algorithms
make predictions whether the boxes will be overlapped or not for the next step
in simulation. The advantage of bounding points with virtual boxes is, it makes
detecting the collision or contact more simple, in addition to that, broad phase
collision has low computational time [61]. These algorithms only control the boxes
overlapping, not detecting all points in boxes. That means that the broad phase
collision detection algorithms, cannot give the detailed information about detec-
tion. The broad phase collision detection algorithms are divided to three types
which are exhaustive search, coordinate sorting and multi-level grids. Exhaustive
search algorithms care the bounding volumes of boxes and compare them to find
collision or contact [61]. These algorithms are also called as all pair test. Another
type of algorithm is, coordinate sorting algorithm (also called as sweep and prune).
This algorithm is developed by Baraff [5]. Tracy et al state that sweep and prune
algorithms get values of maximum and minimum coordinates from each boxes and
sort them and then the algorithm checks for intersection. The intersection of boxes
means that there is a collision between object and bodies [112]. The third type of
algorithm is multi-level grids, which is also called as hierarchical hash tables. In
this algorithm, it is mapping the points with cells, therefore, many cells include
points of bodies or objects. The algorithm remap for each simulation and if a cell
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contains points from different bodies or object, the collision is seen between these
bodies [61].
2.4.1.2 Narrow Phase Collision Detection
Another group of detection algorithms, are called as narrow phase collision de-
tection. These algorithms give accurate results and more details about detection,
in contrast to broad phase algorithms [61]. Mirtich states that broad phase algo-
rithms can be seen as a prerequirement for narrow phase algorithms [76]. Broad
phase algorithms eliminate the objects or bodies which are not possible to collide,
the narrow phase algorithms inspect remaining objects and give detailed informa-
tion. The narrow phase collision detections do not use boxes or bounding volume
that is used by broad phase algorithms and narrow phase algorithms test objects
or bodies directly by complex calculation [2]. Therefore, these algorithms have
high computational time. Narrow phase algorithms are separated by four different
types of algorithms which are feature based, simplex based, volume based and
spatial data structure [61].
Feature-based algorithms detect collision between bodies or objects by using edges,
vertices, faces of them [77]. The most rapid feature-based algorithm is the Lin-
Canny algorithm [66] which computes the distance between the boundaries of
objects. There are two disadvantages of this algorithm. The first disadvantage is
that the collision time is not calculated accurately due to interpenetration. The
other drawback of the algorithm is instability in some conditions. Another popu-
lar feature based algorithm is Coronoid-clip algorithm, also called as V-clip [77].
This algorithm was developed by Mirtich. As mentioned above, the Lin-Canny
algorithm is affected by degenerate configuration and this affects robustness of the
algorithm. However, V-clip algorithm is not affected from this, therefore, V-clip is
a robust algorithm. Also, V-clip algorithm gives good results in penetration case
in contrast to Lin-Canny algorithm. Also, Mirtich mentioned that implementa-
tion of V-clip algorithm is simpler than Lin-Canny algorithm and this is also an
advantage of V-clip algorithm [77].
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Simplex based algorithm is another narrow phase method for detecting collision.
This method takes convex envelopes of sets of vertices and finds the small dis-
tances between the convex envelopes. Therefore, collision is detected by these dis-
tance values. The most popular simplex based algorithm is the “Gilbert-Johnson-
Keerthi algorithm” (also called as GJK algorithm). This algorithm was proposed
by Gilbert, et al. in 1988 [41] and this algorithm searches Minkowski distances
between objects to detect collision. The advantage of this algorithm, is that com-
putational time is linearly increased with number of vertices also it calculates and
gives penetrations. Also, Bergen proposed a method for robust and implementing
GJK algorithm rapidly [11].
Volume based algorithm detects collision by calculating distance between images.
Gudelman et al offered a volume based algorithm [43]. In this algorithm, rigid
bodies are defined by triangulated surfaces and keeps the value of distance by
using signed distance function, therefore, collision of nonconvex rigid bodies are
determined. Also, the penetration is seen as an issue in the result of the paper [43],
however Gudelman states that round off error is the reason of the penetration.
Spatial data structure algorithm detects collision by using two ways. These are the
splitting spaces and bounding volume hierarchy [61]. Bounding volume hierarchy
in narrow phase collision detection, has the same idea as in broad phase collision
detection. However, in narrow phase, overlapping bounding box does not mean
the detection of collision. In this technique, non-overlapping bounding is removed
from calculation and the collision is detected by using small boxes iteratively. By
splitting space technique, space where objects are located, are divided into small
and equal region iteratively. As a result, when these sufficiently minimized regions
include the different objects point, the algorithm estimates that these objects are
collided. Jin developed a new splitting space algorithm [53] also Bandi et al,
proposed an adaptive spatial subdivision [3]. Bandi states that the bounding box
algorithm is effective for simple algorithms. However when objects are complex,
boxes cover empty space. This may result in wrong results. Also, the solution of
these problems increase the computational of time.
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2.4.2 Methods of Modeling Contact Model
In the real world environment, object is affected by different disturbances and
that results in difficulties to mimic the real conditions by simulation. For solving
this problem, many studies are done and significant field areas are raised. One of
the significant areas is, contact modeling, which plays significant roles for simu-
lated objects behavior correctly. Contact is seen while walking, running, jumping,
rolling, keeping object, touching and etc. Therefore, when correct model of the
contact is obtained, these mentioned activities can be simulated properly.
Recent studies on legged robotics area tends to develop highly dynamic robots
(mentioned above), for this reason many control algorithms and studies are devel-
oped. However, before implementing these algorithms to robots, the algorithms
must be tested in simulation environment because inefficient algorithms can cause
damages to the robot. Simulation of the highly dynamic robots, that has capa-
bilities as jumping, walking, running and etc., requires correct contact model to
test the algorithm. For this reason, humanoid platforms have their own simu-
lators such as ASIMO, HOAP, QRIO, HRP2 and SURALP. Moreover, contact
algorithms also have significant role on movies, games and animations. In movies
and games, characters are interacted with others, in addition to that, these char-
acters perform highly dynamic movements. For example, kicking a ball, tackling
to a rival, jumping and similar actions are performed by characters and by correct
contact model, these behaviors and also animations are shown as realistic.
Modeling contact contributes to development of many study fields, therefore, many
researchers develop significant methods to model contact. However, two of them
come into prominence which are the penalty based contact model and the exact
contact model. Penalty based model is a simple algorithm to be understood and
implemented. Also, computational complexity is less than the exact contact mod-
eling however the method is not as accurate as exact modeling. For this reason,
this algorithm is mostly used in computer graphic which requires fast computation.
By penalty based model, contact is modeled as spring and damper. Stiffness of
spring and damper determines the accuracy of the contact model. For this reason,
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the stiffness value is depended on the application. Penetration is a significant cri-
teria to evaluate contact model accuracy. For correct contact model, penetration
must be disappeared. In penalty based method, penetration is prevented by high
stiffness of virtual spring and damper, however it results in problem. Generally
negligible penetration can be occurred between two simulation times, however in
this situation, non-realistic contact forces, also movement can be occurred due to
high stiffness of spring and damper. In contrast, exact contact method is devel-
oped to obtain correct contact forces which results in real movement. This method
is difficult to implement and to be understood, also, it has higher computational
complexity than penalty based method. However, this algorithm is used in study
areas which require correct contact model such as robotics. Generally, constraint
based methods, analytical methods and impulse based methods can be referred as
exact contact model.
Dumwright offered new penalty method to solve the mentioned problem of penalty
based contact model [16]. He stated that, there are two significant models which
are the penalty method and the analytical method. The analytical method may
be unsuccessful when friction is also modeled. By penalty method, this problem
can be handled, however, the drawbacks of these methods are penetrations and
oscillations. His new method solved these problems with using multiple points and
integral terms to obtain less oscillation and interpenetration than general usage of
penalty based model.
David Baraff developed a new method to solve contact forces analytically when
rigid bodies are in resting [4]. He stated that, interpenetration cannot be seen
in realistic simulation, however, when law of Newtonian dynamics is held, inter-
penetration cannot be avoided in simulation. For this reason, exact reaction force
must be calculated to solve this problem. Classic algorithms cannot be used for
calculating these forces because those algorithms assume that the system is at
equilibrium. However, that is not the case in simulation. Baraff offered an an-
alytic method for preventing interpenetration and that method holds holonomic
constraints.
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Mirtich offered a new algorithm to modeling contact force [78]. He mentioned that
this algorithm calculates the contact forces when objects are rolling, colliding, rest-
ing and sliding. His algorithm uses impulse forces sequentially to obtain realistic
behaviour however the results show that impulse based contact model is not as
accurate as the constraint based model. The virtue of the impulse based modeling
has low computational time and implementation of this algorithm is simpler than
a constraint one.
In 1994, Baraff developed a new algorithm with analytical contact modeling [6] and
he mentioned that implementation of this method can be done easily and rapidly
even by an inexperienced person in numerical programming. This algorithm is
based on bilateral constraints and unilateral constraints. By using bilateral con-
straints, linear equation of system is solved and interpenetration in simulation is
prevented by using unilateral constraints. Baraff states that simulator has lower
computational time when computing contact forces cannot be handled as an op-
timization problem, with this way, it is not required to use optimization software
packages. In his algorithm, contact forces is formulated as linear complementarity
problem and quadratic program. As a result, he claimed that, fast, simple and
reliable solution of the contact modeling is provided by mentioned constrained
based algorithm.
In 2012, Drumwright et al. published his studies on linear complementary problem
(LCP) [18]. Drumwright et al. mentioned that LCP has significant role on robot
dynamics, optimization and simulation. In simulation, contact problem can be
modeled as LCP as Baraff modeled [6]. This problem is a handicap for efficient
simulation in robotics and this issue has tried to solve by non-linear optimiza-
tion solvers. In theory, these solvers are defined as efficient solvers, however, in
practical, they face with failures for some cases. Therefore, when interpenetra-
tion is occurred, the simulation may lose its stability and also rigid bodies slide
on contact. In this paper, solvers of LCP are categorized by four group in terms
of pivoting solvers, interior point solvers, PATH and iterative solvers and they
are evaluated for their performances according to solubility, running time, and
normal constraint violation. The experiments show that, Lemke solver is used
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as the pivoting solver and it has high performance according to solubility. How-
ever, the interior point solver has the worst performance with respect to solubility
and running time. In spite of all these, interior point solver is not affected, when
parameters are changed. Also, by PATH, same results are obtained with using
different parameters, in contrast, Lemke has worse performance than PATH for
the mentioned evaluation. In addition to that, Lemke has better performance than
PATH when runnning time is evaluated. This study can guide the researcher to
choose LCP solver.
Nakaoka et al. developed new constrained based contact model and he claimed
that penalty method is not suitable for simulator which handle the advance robotic
tasks [84]. Nakaoka et al. offered the constrained based method for the simula-
tor because when forces are solved according to satisfying the contact constraints,
simulation results become more accurate. Mostly, constrained based method is
formulated by LCP (linear complementarity problem). However, Nakaoka et al.
claimed that this method is not suitable for the simulator because in the for-
mulation, inverse of matrix must be calculated and this results in computational
complexity O (n3) for n dof robots. Another disadvantage of the LCP formulation
is that LCP is solved by using pivoting algorithm and by using the algorithm with
complex constraints, obtaining robust results is not easy. Therefore, Nakaoka et
al. states that this problem can be solved by using iterative algorithm. However,
numerical complexity with iterative algorithm becomes O (c2) where c is the con-
tact point which means that simulator is slow. Moreover, this paper states that
for accurate simulation, the elastic parts of robots should be modeled because this
part of the robots have high effects on stability of the robot. In this paper, these
elastic parts are modelled by a spring-damper combination, therefore, shock can
be absorbed.
Chapter 3
Free-Fall Legged Robot Dynamics
3.1 Introduction
This chapter includes information about free-fall legged robot dynamics. In dy-
namics simulations, the Newton Euler algorithm and Featherstone's articulated
body method are commonly used. By using these algorithms, accurate simulations
can be run with low computational time. In this thesis, Featherstone’s algorithm
is preffered because, in contrast to the Newton Euler algorithm, joint accelera-
tions are obtained without computing the inverse of the robot inertia matrix. The
inverse operation is computationally heavy due to the size of the inertia matrix.
This chapter contains two methods to compute free root dynamics of legged robots;
the method proposed by Kokkevis [62] and the floating base method suggested by
Mirtich [79].
3.2 The Articulated Body Method
The articulated body method, abbreviated as ABM or ABA. This algorithm is a
developed version to supersede O(n3) dynamic algorithms by Featherstone [34] in
1984. This algorithm is a developed version of the Newton Euler dynamics and
it has computational complexity of O(n) for a n-link system. In this algorithm,
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the inverse matrix is not calculated. This is a significant advantage for contact
modeling algorithms because after obtaining contact forces, the resulting contact
accelerations are found by using dynamics methods (for example Newton-Euler
or ABM). By not calculating the inverse matrix for each contact, increasing com-
putational time of simulation is avoided. However, the algorithm is compex and
difficult to implement. Featherstone's algorithm was explained explicitly in the
Ph.D. thesis of Mirtich [79].
In the articulated body method, the system can be reduced to a link in order to
solve its dynamics as shown in Fig. 3.1. In this thesis, n refers to total number
of links, i refers to the link number underconsideration. The links are numbered
1 to n.
Figure 3.1: Free body diagrom of a link[79]
In the free body diagram in Fig. 3.1, torque and force on the link's center of gravity
(called as CoG) are generated by gravity (g) and forces applied from joints. Forces
and torques are labeled either as inboard (fI , tI) or outboard (fO, tO). An inboard
force is defined as an applied force on the CoG of the link from the previous link
while an outboard force is defined as an applied force on the CoG of the link from
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the next link. In this chapter, derivation of the algorithm for serial linkages and
tree-like linkages will be explained seperately.
3.2.1 Articulated Body Method (ABM) for Serial Linkages
Serial link robots are mostly used for industrial applications to handle hazardous
works and achieving fast production. These robots are categorized as articulated
(RRR), spherical (RRP), cartesian(PPP), SCARA(RRP) and cylindrical (RPP).
Figure 3.2: Six axis articulated robot [96]
Forward dynamic of articulated body method is constituted by three recursion
steps [14]:
• Computation of linear and angular velocity for each link like in the Newton
Euler method.
• Computation of articulated inertias and spatial articulated zero acceleration
force (also called bias force)
• Computation of articulated acceleration.
Spatial vector is a mathematical object for defining the three-dimensional system.
It consists of two three-dimensional vectors which represent linear and angular
components of a system [34]. In this thesis, spatial algebra is used to define a
system to avoid complex equations.
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3.2.1.1 Computation of Linear and Angular Velocity
In the articulated body method, velocity is calculated in the same way as in the
Newton Euler formulation. Motion of ith link is calculated by using the joint
velocity of the link and the motion of the previous link. In this thesis, linear
and angular velocity of link i are labeled as ‘vi’ and ‘wi’ and these are defined in
their own frame. In addition to that, ‘q ’ stands for the generalized coordinates of
system.
For primatic joints,
vi = Ri.vi−1 +Ri.wi−1 × ri + q˙i.ui (3.1)
wi = Ri.wi−1 (3.2)
For revolute joints,
vi = Ri.vi−1 +Ri.wi−1 × ri + q˙i.ui × di (3.3)
wi = Ri.wi−1 + q˙.u (3.4)
In 3.1, 3.2, 3.3, 3.4, we have:
Ri: a rotation matrix that rotates vectors on i-1
th frame to ith frame
di: a vector that is defined from the i
th joint to the center of mass of the ith link.
ui: a unit vector that is defined as a joint axis.
ri: a vector that is defined from the center of gravity of i-1
th link to the center of
gravity of ith as express on the ith frame.
In the first step of ABM, the motion of each link is calculated from the base to
the tip of robot by using 3.1 to 3.4. For fixed-based robot, velocity of the base is
zero. However, if the robot has a moving base, its velocity is nonzero generally.
The obtained velocities can be written in the form of a spatial vector as
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vˆi =
[
wi
vi
]
6×1
(3.5)
Spatial vectors are transformed to another frame by using the spatial transforma-
tion matrix, denoted by X. This matrix is employed as:
[
wi+1
vi+1
]
6×1
= X6×6.
[
wi
vi
]
6×1
(3.6)
The velocity of the ith link is expressed on the i+1th link by the use of rotation
matrix,
[
wi+1i
vi+1i
]
6×1
=
[
R 0
0 R
]
6×1
.
[
wii
vii
]
6×1
(3.7)
vii and w
i
i are notations that refer to the velocities of the i
th link on the ith frame.
vi+1i and w
i+1
i notations refer to the velocities of i
th link on i+1th frame. The
translation between ith link and i+1th link is carried out by 3.8:
[
wi+1i+1
vi+1i+1
]
6×1
=
[
1 0
−r˜i+1 1
]
6×1
.
[
wi+1i
vi+1i
]
6×1
(3.8)
By combining 3.7 and 3.8, the spatial transformation matrix is obtained:
Xi+1 =
[
1 0
−r˜i+1 1
]
6×1
.
[
R 0
0 R
]
6×1
(3.9)
This matrix transforms a spatial vector from frame i+1 to frame i. The matrix in
3.9 will be used in the articulated body method. The matrix for transforming a
spatial vector from frame i to frame i+1 is
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X′i+1 =
[
1 0
RT .r˜i+1 1
]
6×1
.
[
RT 0
0 RT
]
6×1
(3.10)
3.2.1.2 Computation of Articulated Inertias and the Articulated Zero
Acceleration Force
The term articulated body is defined by Mirtich: when a system which is composed
of n links is disconnected from the ith link, the new body which is formed by the
ith link to the nth link, is called an articulated body [79].The articulated inertia is
defined as the inertia of the articulated body. In addition to that, the articulated
zero acceleration force (also called the articulated bias force) is defined as a force
that prompt the system to have zero acceleration.
The system shown in Fig. 3.1 can be modeled as:
fI i−1 + fOi−1 = M.ai−1 −m.g (3.11)
tI i−1 + tOi−1 = Ii−1.αi−1 + wi−1 × Ii−1.(w)i−1 (3.12)
In 3.11 and 3.12, m refers to mass of link and M is
[
m 0
0 m
]
. g refers to gravity
and I refers to inertia of the link. Also, a and α refer to linear acceleration and
angular acceleration respectively. The equation 3.11 and 3.12 can be combined
into the equation 3.13. In the equation 3.13, fˆ
I
i−1 and fˆ
O
i−1 are spatial forces which
contain fI i−1,tI i−1 and fOi−1,tOi−1 respectively.
fˆ
I
i−1 + fˆ
O
i−1 =
[
0 Mi−1
Ii−1 0
]
.
[
αi−1
ai−1
]
+
[
−m.g
wi−1 × Ii−1.wi−1
]
(3.13)
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Spatial acceleration and spatial inertia refer to
[
αi−1
ai−1
]
and
[
0 Mi−1
Ii−1 0
]
respec-
tively. Also, spatial bias force refers to
[
−m.g
wi−1 × Ii−1.wi−1
]
. fOi−1 is mentioned as
outboard force for i-1th link and same force is also defined as negative inboard
force for ith link.
fˆ
O
i−1 = −X′i .ˆf
I
i (3.14)
Therefore, 3.14 is combined into 3.13. That equation is obtained as:
fˆ
I
i−1 − X′i .ˆf
I
i =
[
0 Mi−1
Ii−1 0
]
.
[
αi−1
ai−1
]
+
[
−m.g
wi−1 × Ii−1.(w)i−1
]
(3.15)
Articulated body, articulated inertia and articulated bias force are defined above
in Subsection 3.2.1.2. According to these definitions, inboard force applied on
articulated body can be modeled as shown in 3.16 if there is no disturbances or
external forces.
fˆ
I
i = Iˆ
A
i .aˆi + Zˆ
A
i (3.16)
In 3.16, Zˆ
A
i and Iˆ
A
i refer to spatial articulated bias force and spatial articulated
inertia respectively. Also, aˆi implies the spatial link
′s acceleration. Moreover,
spatial acceleration of ith link can be derived from previous link’s acceleration.
The equation is written as:
For primatic joint,
ai = ai−1 + αi−1 × ri + q¨i.ui + wi−1 × (wi−1 × ri) + 2.wi−1 × q˙.ui (3.17)
αi = αi−1 (3.18)
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For revolute joint,
ai = ai−1+αi−1×ri+q¨i.ui×di+wi−1×(wi−1×ri)+2.wi−1×(q˙i.ui×di)+q˙i.ui×(q˙i.ui×di)
(3.19)
αi = αi−1 + +q¨i.ui + wi−1 × q˙i.ui (3.20)
In 3.17, 3.19, 3.18 and 3.20, all variables are defined in ith frame and the mentioned
equation can be written in spatial form as:
aˆi = aˆi−1 + q¨i .ˆsi + cˆi (3.21)
For prismatic joint:
cˆi =
[
0
wi−1 × (wi−1 × ri) + 2.wi−1 × q˙i.ui
]
(3.22)
sˆi =
[
0
ui
]
(3.23)
For revolute joint:
cˆi =
[
wi−1 × q˙i.ui
wi−1 × (wi−1 × ri) + 2.wi−1 × (q˙i.ui × di) + q˙i.ui × (q˙i.ui × di)
]
(3.24)
sˆi =
[
0
ui × di
]
(3.25)
3.16 and 3.15 are combined into 3.26 and in 3.26, aˆi is defined as aˆi−1 by using
equation 3.21. Therefore, all variables depend on previous one. If the spatial
vectors are written in their own frames, vectors should be tranformed by mentioned
spatial transformation matrix as shown in 3.27. It can be modified as 3.28.
fˆ
I
i−1 = Iˆi−1.aˆi−1 + Zˆi−1 + X
′
i.(ˆI
A
i .aˆi + Zˆ
A
i ) (3.26)
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fˆ
I
i−1 = Iˆi−1.aˆi−1 + Zˆi−1 + X
′
i.(ˆI
A
i .(Xi.aˆi−1 + q¨i .ˆsi + cˆi) + Zˆ
A
i ) (3.27)
fˆ
I
i−1 = (ˆIi−1 + X
′
i .ˆI
A
i .Xi).aˆi−1 + Zˆi−1 + X
′
i.(Zˆ
A
i + Iˆ
A
i .cˆi + (ˆI
A
i .sˆi).q¨i) (3.28)
3.28 has same meaning as 3.16. Therefore, ZAi−1 and I
A
i−1 can be determined from
the 3.28.
Iˆ
A
i−1 = Iˆi−1 + X
′
i .ˆI
A
i .X (3.29)
Zˆ
A
i−1 = Zˆi−1 + X
′
i.(Zˆ
A
i + Iˆ
A
i .cˆi + (ˆI
A
i .sˆi).q¨i) (3.30)
The variables are known except q¨i in 3.29 and 3.30. 3.28 multiplied by sˆ
′
i due to
obtaining sˆ′ifˆ
I
i−1 that gives the exerted force for prismatic joint and exerted torque
for revolute joint. Also, it is labeled as Qi.
For prismatic joint,
sˆ′i =
[
uTi 0
]
(3.31)
For revolute joint,
sˆ
′
i =
[
(uTi × d)T uTi
]
(3.32)
Exerted force,
Qi = sˆ
′
i .ˆf
I
i (3.33)
After multiplying 3.28 by sˆ′i, q¨i is obtained as:
q¨i =
Qi − sˆ
′
i .ˆI
A
i .Xi.aˆi−1 − sˆ
′
i(Zˆ
A
i + Iˆ
A
i .cˆi)
sˆ
′
i .ˆI
A
i .ˆsi
(3.34)
3.34 is combined into 3.29 and 3.30. Spatial articulated inertia matrix Iˆ
A
i−1 and
spatial articulated bias force Zˆ
A
i−1 are found as:
Iˆ
A
i−1 = Iˆi−1 + X
′
i.(ˆI
A
i −
Iˆ
A
i .ˆsi .ˆs
′
i .ˆI
A
i
sˆ
′
i .ˆI
A
i .ˆsi
).Xi (3.35)
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Zˆ
A
i−1 = Zˆi−1 + X
′
i.
[
Zˆ
A
i + Iˆ
A
i .cˆi +
Iˆ
A
i .ˆsi.
[
Qi − sˆ
′
i.(Zˆ
A
i + Iˆ
A
i .cˆi)
]
sˆ
′
i .ˆI
A
i
]
(3.36)
3.2.2 Articulated Body Method (ABM) for Tree Like Link-
age
Tree topologies are used in kinematic of biped, quadruped and so on. In tree
topologies, there is a base link (also called as mother link) which connected with
one or more than one link (also called as child link). In Fig. 3.3, A link is a mother
link and its children are B and C links, also B and C links are mother and their
children are D and E links respectively.
Figure 3.3: Typical kinematic arrangement of a biped robot [28]
Articulated body method for tree like linkage has same logic as ABM for serial
linkage. In serial one, most calculation for ith link depend on dynamic parameter
of i-1th link, however, in tree like linkage, ith link is called as mother and its
calculation uses its children’s dynamic parameters vice versa.
Computation of linear and angular velocity of tree like linkage:
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For primatic joint,
vi = Ri.vm +Ri.wm × ri + q˙i.ui (3.37)
wi = Ri.wm (3.38)
For revolute joint,
vi = Ri.vm +Ri.wm × ri + q˙i.ui × di (3.39)
wi = Ri.wm + q˙.u (3.40)
where ‘m’ is used as index that reflects to mother of ith link.
Computation of spatial articulated inertia matrix of tree like linkage:
Iˆ
A
m = Iˆm +
∑[
X
′
i.(ˆI
A
i −
Iˆ
A
i .ˆsi .ˆs
′
i .ˆI
A
i
sˆ
′
i .ˆI
A
i .ˆsi
).Xi
]
(3.41)
Computation of spatial articulated bias force of tree like linkage:
Zˆ
A
m = Zˆm + X
′
i.
[
Zˆ
A
i +
∑[
Iˆ
A
i .cˆi +
Iˆ
A
i .ˆsi.
[
Qi − sˆ
′
i.(Zˆ
A
i + Iˆ
A
i .cˆi)
]
sˆ
′
i .ˆI
A
i
]]
(3.42)
In 3.41 and 3.42,
∑
is used to calculate total effect of children links on mother
link. In addition, ith link refers to children links of mother link.
Computation of acceleration of tree like linkage:
q¨i =
Qi − sˆ
′
i .ˆI
A
i .Xi.aˆm − sˆ
′
i(Zˆ
A
i + Iˆ
A
i .cˆi)
sˆ
′
i .ˆI
A
i .ˆsi
(3.43)
aˆi = Xi.aˆm + q¨i .ˆsi + cˆi (3.44)
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3.3 Modeling Free Root Dynamic of Legged Robot
Modeling free root dynamic has significant role on dynamic of free fall legged
robot. To simulate free movement of base correctly, testing the control algorithm in
simulation environment gives true hints to researchers. Because of this, the section
is involved in this thesis. Two methods will be mentioned which are mimicing free
base link with 6 dof link, offered by Koskevis [62] and floating base model, offered
by Mirtich [79].
Mathematically, free link is modeled by six parameters in terms of orientation
parameters (α, β, γ) and translational parameters (X,Y,Z). The translational pa-
rameters are mimiced by prismatic joints as shown in Fig. 3.4(a) which first link
is connected to fixed base. In addition, orientation paremeters are mimiced by
rotational joints in Fig. 3.4(b) which are connected to prismatic link serially.
(a) (b)
Figure 3.4: (a) PPP kinematic configuration [85], (b) RRR kinematic config-
uration [85]
This method is simple to understand and implement however, it increases the
computational complexity due to addition of six links. Accumulation of calculation
error of these links increases risk to trigger unrealistic movement in simulation
environment.
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Another method is offered by Mirtich [79] and this method use ABM to model
free link directly. In ABM, system is modeled as 3.16 however, there is no inboard
force that affects to free link. Therefore, 3.16 can be modified as shown in 3.45.
0 = Iˆ
A
i .aˆi + Zˆ
A
i (3.45)
From this equation, free link acceleration which contains rotational and transla-
tional dynamics, is found easily. By using 3.46, inverse of matrix 6×6 is computed
in each iteration and, effect of this on computational time is negligible. Therefore,
this method is preferred in the simulations.
aˆi = −(ˆIAi )−1.Zˆ
A
i (3.46)
where (ˆI
A
i )
−1 means the inverse of Iˆ
A
i .
Chapter 4
Application of Exact Contact
Modeling for Legged Robot
Dynamics
4.1 Introduction
Recent studies on legged robot focus on complex activities such as carrying, walk-
ing, running, climbing and jumping which require permanent or temporary contact
with the environment. For simulating these activities, contact modeling plays a
significant role. Among the contact models, penalty based method and exact
contact method come into prominence. With penalty based contact model, highly
dynamic motions such as jumping and running are simulated fast but not correctly.
In this chapter, an exact contact method, developed by Chardonnet et al.[14], will
be explained in detail and difficulties of implementing the contact model will be
clarified.
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4.2 Derivation of Constraints
The contact model calculates exact contact forces, but there is no option to solve
the forces directly and certain contact constraints should be determined. Ruspini
and Khatib defined the constraints for collision and contact to solve the forces with-
out contact friction [97]. There are seperate constraints for collision and contact
which are explained in Subsections 4.2.1 and 4.2.2 respectively. Mathematically,
motion of the system is defined as shown in 4.1 where the generalized coordinate
is defined by q. In addition, acceleration of generalized coordinate is calculated in
4.2.
T = A(q).q¨ + C(q, q˙).q˙ + g(q) (4.1)
q¨ = A(q)−1.(T− C(q, q˙).q˙ − g(q)) (4.2)
where A(q) is inertia matrix, C(q, q˙) is coriolis and centrifugal term and g(q) is
gravitational term.
In this thesis, motion of system is calculated by using articulated body method
(ABM) as explained in Section 3.2. In Subsections 4.2.1 and 4.2.2, constraints are
derived by using 4.1.
4.2.1 Derivation of Collision Constraint
Collision occurs between two contact points when their relative distance is de-
creased to zero from a positive value. Collision process is assumed instantenous
therefore friction can be neglected. The emprical law for frictionless collision men-
tions that magnitude of relative velocity of colliding objects will decrease or stays
constant after collision [4] based on the objects elasticity as shown in 4.3. The
relative velocity term expresses the velocity of an object with respect to another
object in collision. In this thesis, relative velocity is denoted by vk and k refers
number of contact.  refers to elesticity constant, t + dt and t show the time after
and before collision respectively.
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vk(t+ dt) ≥ −.vk(t) (4.3)
In 4.3,  is 0 when collision is an inelastic,  is 1 when collision is a fully elastic.
For the 4.3 to be satisfied, there needs to be a force applied to the system. This
is an impulse force since the collision process is instantenous. The impulse force
only has a value on normal direction it can only be used to push object apart from
each other, not other way around. This is shown by a constraint:
p ≥ 0 (4.4)
where p refers to impulse force.
Based on these constraints, collision is simulated correctly. For the analytical
calculation, the relative velocity is required to be derived by using generalized
coordinate as equation of motion. This is done by a jacobian matrix which trans-
forms joint space into contact space.
vk = Jc.q˙ (4.5)
Impulse is defined as the change of the system’s momentum therefore, the differ-
ence of momentum between t + dt and t gives the impulse force. By using 4.3,
impulse is found as
vk(t+ dt)− vk(t) ≥ −(1 + ).vk(t) (4.6)
pk = λ.(vk(t+ dt)− vk(t)) (4.7)
where λ is an inertia matrix in contact space.
By combining 4.6 and 4.7,
pk ≥ λ.
[− (1 + ).vk(t)] (4.8)
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By using the jacobian matrix, impulse force is written in joint space and it is
shown as ‘f I ’ in this space.
f Ik ≥ A.
[− (1 + ).q¨k(t)] (4.9)
By using jacobian matrix, 4.8 can be written as
Jc.f
I
k ≥ λ.
[− (1 + ).Jc.q¨k(t)] (4.10)
f Ik ≥ JTc .λ.Jc.
[− (1 + ).q¨k(t)] (4.11)
From 4.9 and 4.11, relationship of inertia matrices is found as:
λ = Jc.A.J
T
c
λ−1 = Jc.A−1.JTc
(4.12)
Contraints of collision are derived in 4.8 and 4.4. In 4.13, the constraints are
written as a quadratic problem.
pk.(λ
−1.pk +
[
(1 + ).vk(t)
]
) = 0
λ−1.pk +
[
(1 + ).vk(t)
] ≥ 0
pk ≥ 0
(4.13)
These constraints can also be written as a linear complementarity problem (LCP):
pT.
[
λ−1.p+
[
(1 + ).v(t)
]]
= 0 (4.14)
4.2.2 Derivation of Contact Constraints
Contact is determined when distance between objects is zero at time t and t + dt.
In some conditions such as falling, running and walking, collision is preliminary
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condition of contact. Collision constraints are built to keep relative velocity equal
or less than previous velocity as shown in 4.3. The aim of a contact model is to
keep bodies in contact without interpenetration. Penetration is undesirable and
to prevent it, contact constraints are used to keep the relative velocity zero.
vk = 0 (4.15)
4.15 is the definition of contact and it is not a constraint of contact model. After
contact, relative velocity reaches zero. Negative relative acceleration causes pene-
tration while positive relative acceleration causes seperation from contact. There
is no movement when relative acceleration is equal to zero. Contact force is equal
or greater than zero since contacts can only push each other. This shows in 4.16,
where F refers to contact force and a refers to relative accelerations.
a ≥ 0 F ≥ 0 (4.16)
Relative acceleration is mathematically modeled as:
ak = ac + aj (4.17)
where ak is relative acceleration in k
th contact, ac is contact acceleration and aj is
collide object acceleration which is defined in contact space.
ac is defined explicitly in 4.18 and aj is defined by using jacobian matrix in 4.19.
ac = λ
−1.F (4.18)
aj = J˙c.q˙ + Jc.q¨ (4.19)
where Jc.q¨ = Jc.A(q)
−1.(T− C(q, q˙).q˙ − g(q)).
Contact constraint is written as quadratic problem:
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Fk.(λ
−1.Fk + aj) = 0
Fk ≥ 0
(λ−1.Fk + aj) ≥ 0
(4.20)
As linear complementarity problem:
F T .(λ−1.F + aj) ≥ 0 (4.21)
In addition to the normal force, the contact model includes friction forces. The
friction is modeled as coloumb friction and viscous friction. It is also used in a
constraint to obtain exact contact force.
Ft ≤ µc.Fn + µv.Vt (4.22)
where Ft is tangential components of contact force and Fn is normal of contact
force. µc is coulomb friction constant and µv is viscous friction constant. Vt is
tangential components of linear velocity.
4.3 Solution of Collision and Contact Forces
The aim of contact models is to obtain collision or contact forces correctly. There
is not enough information to solve forces directly, therefore the constraints are
derived and equations are formulated as LCP and quadratic problem as shown in
Section 4.2. As mentioned by Baraff in [6], solvers of quadratic problem require
higher computational times compared to LCP solvers. Due to this, contact forces
are modeled as a LCP in this thesis. When solving LCPs, mainly two solvers are
used which are Lemke’s algorithm and projected Gauss Seidel algorithm. These
are explained in Subsections 4.3.1 and 4.3.2 respectively.
The constraints of the contact forces are shown in 4.14 and 4.21. In these con-
straints, the unknown parameters (λ−1, vk and ak) must be obtained to solve the
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forces. These parameters can be derived from q˙ and A−1 which are known from
solving ABM equations.
vk = Jc.q˙
ak = v˙k
λ−1 = Jc.A−1.Jc
(4.23)
In 4.23, all unknown parameters depend on jacobian matrix which converts joint
space to contact space. Chandler et al. offer a method to solve the unknown
parameters without obtaining the jacobian matrix [14]. In this method, the contact
or collision forces are seen as external forces and torque of system is written as:
T = Tj + Tcont (4.24)
where Tj vector is calculated joint torques without involving contact forces. Tcont
refers to joint torques resulting from contact/collision forces and it is defined in
joint space. It is solved by using 4.25 and 4.26.
For collision,
Tcont = J
T
c .p (4.25)
For contact,
Tcont = J
T
c .F (4.26)
Joint accelerations are mathematically modeled with contact forces in 4.27.
q¨ = q¨j + q¨cont (4.27)
where q¨j is calculated joint accelerations without considering contact forces. q¨cont
refers to joint accelerations resulting from contact/collision forces and it is defined
in joint space. In contact space, acceleration is defined in 4.18 and the calculation
of q¨cont is shown in 4.28.
q¨cont = Jc.λ
−1.F (4.28)
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Combining 4.12, 4.27 and 4.28, joint accelerations of system are rewritten as:
q¨ = q¨j + A
−1.JTc .F (4.29)
where q¨j is known from 4.2. According to this equation, if gravitational force, joint
torques and joint velocities are zero, q¨j is also zero. This way, joint accelerations
are equal to q¨cont.
q¨ = A−1.JTc .F (4.30)
When a unit force is given into the system in 4.30, joint accelerations are equal
to A−1JTc and by ABM, the A
−1JTc is solved. Same idea can be used for finding
λ−1. For this, gravitational force, joint velocities and joint torque are set to zero
so that aj term in the 4.17 vanishes. The resulting equation is:
ak = λ
−1.F (4.31)
When a unit force is given into the system in 4.31, the relative acceleration is
equal to λ−1 (also refered as JcA−1JTc ). Another unknown parameter is relative
acceleration (ak) as shown in 4.17. aj is projection of linear acceleration of bodies
on contact space without considering external forces and it can be solved by ABM.
Therefore, ak can be solved by using known paremeters aj and λ
−1F according to
4.17. By taking integrate of relative acceleration, relative velocity is obtained as
shown in 4.32.
vk(t+ dt) = ak.dt+ vk(t) (4.32)
where ‘dt’ refers to difference between two consecutive simulation time frames.
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The constraints are obtained as linear complementarity problem therefore, the
exact contact force can be solved by using solvers such as Lemke’s method and
projected Gauss-Seidel method.
4.3.1 Lemke’s Algorithm
Lemke’s algorithm is a pivoting solver which is used in linear complementarity
problem with semimonotone matrices [18]. By Lemke algorithm, LCP is solved in
two steps which are initialization and solving by pivot algorithm. To explain this
algorithm, a LCP is written in 4.33 where u is unknown parameter.
uT.(A.u + b) = 0 (4.33)
First step;
• if b ≥ 0, u = 0 therefore, solution is obtained
• if b < 0, the system is modified by using Jordan Exchange method [37] and
to obtain a solution, second step is performed.
Second step;
• According to nonbasic variable, the pivoting column is chosen.
• By ratio test, the pivoting row is chosen.
• Then, Jordan Exchange method is applied.
• When u and (Au + b) are complementarity, the algorithm finds the solution.
Otherwise, the second step is performed again.
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4.3.2 Projected Gauss-Seidel Method
Projected Gauss-Seidel algorithm is a significant algorithm to solve LCP itera-
tively. Chardonnet et al. stated that projected Gauss Seidel method is faster
than Lemke’s algorithm when there are more than 10 contact, also it gives more
accurate results than Lemke’s algorithm. Moreover, the pivoting algorithm is not
robust when constraints include friction [14].
For explaining algorithm, a LCP is written in 4.33 where u is unknown parameter.
By splitting method, A matrix is split into two matrices as explained in [31].
A = M− N (4.34)
uTl+1.(M.ul+1 − N.ul + b) = 0 (4.35)
where l refers to iteration number. According to constraints, the inequalities of
ul+1 are written as:
ul+1 > 0 (M.ul+1 − N.ul + b) = 0
ul+1 = 0 (M.ul+1 − N.ul + b) > 0
(4.36)
From 4.36, ul+1 obtained as
ul+1 = 0 (4.37)
ul+1 = M
−1.(N.ul − b) (4.38)
In our contact and collision models, when contact or collision occurs, the forces
are zero, otherwise forces get positive value as shown 4.37 and 4.38. The contact
or collision is detected easily by using algorithms as mentioned in Chapter 2.
By using 4.38 iteratively, ul+1 are solved. The iteration is terminated when the
condition is satisfied as in [19].
 ≥ ‖ul+1 − ul‖‖ul+1‖ (4.39)
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4.4 Implementation of Exact Contact Modeling
The contact model is defined in Section 4.2 and Section 4.3. As shown in 4.24,
contact forces are applied as external forces. Therefore, system dynamic can be
calculated before adding contact forces
1. Linear and angular velocity of links’ center of gravity is obtained by using
3.37 to 3.40.
2. Spatial articulated bias force ‘ZA’, spatial articulated inertia matrix ‘IA’ are
initialized for each link. The initial values of them are same as spatial bias
force and spatial inertia matrix which are shown in 3.13.
3. Coriolis vectors are calculated for each link as 3.22 and 3.24.
4. Spatial articulated bias force and spatial articulated inertia matrix are cal-
culated iteratively by using 3.41 and 3.42.
5. Joint accelerations and acceleration of links’ center of gravity is calculated
by 3.43 and 3.44.
The implementation of ABM algorithm to obtain dynamic of system without con-
tact forces is performed in five steps. This implementation can be modified based
on linkage type (serial linkage or tree like linkage) and base type (fixed base or
float base). The following part is the calculation of system dynamic which results
only contact forces. First step of this is the calculation of ‘A−1.JTc ’ and ‘Jc.A
−1.JTc ’
to obtain contact forces.
1. Linear and angular velocity of links’ center of gravity, joint velocities, applied
torques and gravity are given as zero.
2. Spatial articulated bias force ‘ZA’ and spatial articulated inertia matrix ‘IA’
are initialized for each link.
3. Coriolis vectors are calculated for each link.
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4. A unit force in x direction of contact space is defined for ith contact.
5. The unit force is transformed to CoG of link which is in ith contact.
6. The obtained force in (5) is added to spatial articulated bias force of link in
ith contact.
7. Spatial articulated bias force and spatial articulated inertia matrix are cal-
culated iteratively.
8. Joint accelerations and linear acceleration of links’ center of gravity is cal-
culated.
9. The linear acceleration of links’ center of gravity in contact is transformed
to contact space. Therefore, the effect of contact forces on each contact is
calculated.
10. (a) A unit force in y direction of contact space is defined for ith contact and
return (5)
(b) A unit force in z direction of contact space is defined for ith contact and
return (5)
11. (1) to (9) is performed for each contact.
In above algorithm, ‘i’ and ‘m’ refer to contact number index and total contact
number respectively where 1≤ i ≤ m.
The obtained acceleration in the second part of algorithm shows how system’s
accelerations are changed when a unit force is applied in x direction or y direction
or z direction of contact space. These obtained joint accelerations are used to
build the ‘A−1JTc ’ matrix which is a n× 3m matrix where n is a contact number.
Similarly, the linear acceleration of link center of gravity, defined in contact space,
are used to built ‘Jc.A
−1JTc ’ matrix which is a 3m× 3m.
Contacts are detected by collision detection algorithms and then contact forces are
solved by projected Gauss Seidel algorithm. The algorithm is preferred because of
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its advantages, explained in Subsection 4.3.2. The equation from 4.32 is written
as:
vk(t+ dt) = λ
−1.F.dt+ aj.dt+ vk(t) (4.40)
In contact or collision, the normal component of vk(t+ dt) must be equal to zero.
Projected Gauss Seidel is implemented as:
1. Take A−1JTc , aj and vk(t) as inputs.
2. Multiply A−1JTc and aj by ‘dt’ to obtain λ
−1F.dt, aj.dt respectively.
3. Initialize the forces as zero.
4. Check the contact condition, if there is contact, go to (5), else go to (9).
5. With splitting method which is explained in Subsection 4.3.2;
(a) Velocity is obtained by contact forces of 1th to i-1th contact from current
iteration
(b) Velocity is obtained by contact forces of i-1th to mth contact from pre-
vious iteration
6. From 4.40, normal force is obtained as,
F ni = Fi −
V
(λ−1i )n
(4.41)
7. If F ni is equal or less than zero, go to (8), else go to (9)
8. F ni = 0, stop
9. From 4.40, normal force is obtained as,
F ti = Fi −
V
λt
(4.42)
10. Check 4.22. If it is satisfied, go to 12, else go to 11
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11. Recompute F ti as:
F ti =
F ti
‖F ti ‖
.(µ.Fn + Vt) (4.43)
12. Go to (4), do calculation for i+1th contact force.
13. Check the termination condition as shown in 4.39. If it is satisfied, stop
algorithm. Else go to (14)
14. Go to (4), increase iteration number by 1 and start from first contact again
where (λ−1i )n refers to normal part of λ
−1, related to ith contact force and 1×1. λt
refers to average eigenvalue of tangential part of λ−1, related to ith contact force
and also 1×1.
After obtaining contact forces by projected Gauss Seidel algorithm, acceleration
of system is obtained from 4.29.
Chapter 5
Simulation of the Quadruped
Dynamics
5.1 Introduction
In this chapter, a quadruped robot is simulated by combining the articulated body
method with the exact contact method which are explained in Chapter 3 and
Chapter 4, respectively. The main purpose of this simulation is to find accurate
contact forces. This was not always possible with the previously used penalty based
contact model [27]. Simulations with exact and penalty based contact models are
compared. This chapter presents information about the kinematic arrangement
of our quadruped robot, a brief explanation of penalty based contact model, and
simulation results.
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5.2 The Quadruped Model
The quadruped model is formed by four legs and a torso. Each leg has four DOF
with two axes at the hip, one at the knee and one at the ankle. All joints are
revolute. The quadruped kinematic arrangement is shown in Fig. 5.1.
Figure 5.1: The quadruped kinematic arrangement
The dynamics parameters of the quadruped robot are presented in Table 5.1.
Table 5.1: Properties of the Quadruped Model
Links Dimensions [m] (LxWxH) Mass [kg]
Torso 1.2x0.6x0.15 50
Thigh 0.28x0.05x0.1 4.4
Shank 0.27x0.05x0.1 3.65
Feet 0.22x0.05x0.5 3.65
5.3 The Penalty Based Algorithm
The penalty based approach is a popular in contact modeling. It has low com-
putational complexity and is simple to implement. Due to these advantages, re-
searchers in computer graphics and robotics use this model very often in simula-
tions. Penalty based methods model contact as a spring - damper system. Contact
forces are generated based on penetration, as penalties against penetration. For
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the simulation to be realistic, penetrations have to be minimal. This means that
large spring stiffness values are required. Also, simulation cycle times have to be
kept reasonably large so that admissible simulation durations can be acheived. As
a result, interpenterations between simulated bodies can be deeper then in the
real world and the too deep interpenetration is penalized by huge spring forces.
Such a contact model is handicapped by unrealistic contact forces that can be en-
countered in high-impact and high-speed situations such as jumping. This makes
penalty-based methods undesirable for highly dynamic robotics applications.
5.4 Simulation Results
Simulations are carried out on Matlab and visual basic with OpenGl library is
used for animation. Same dynamics parameters shown in Table 5.2 are used for
both contact methods. PID position controller is used to control joint positions.
Table 5.3 shows the control parameters which are the same for each leg and across
both contact models.
Table 5.2: Parameters of the Simulation
Parameters
Step time 0.0005 s
Stop time 10.6 s
Coefficient of
Joint Viscous Friction
0.3 Ns/m2
Coefficient of
Joint Coulomb Friction
0.55
Coefficient of
Ground Viscous Friction
0.4 Ns/m2
Coefficient of
Ground Coulomb Friction
0.3
Iteration limit for
projected Gauss Seidel algorithm
100
Epsilon value of
Terminated Condition of
projected Gauss Seidel algorithm
10−20
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Table 5.3: Controller Parameters
Controller Parameters
Hip (Lateral Plane) Hip (Ventral Plane) Knee Ankle
Kp 6000 20000 70000 30000
Kd 1 1 1 1
Ki 120 120 120 120
By using parameters in Table 5.2, the quadruped robot is simulated for different
scenarios which are:
1. Simulation of quadruped trot
2. Simulation of falling of the quadruped robot from 0.1 meter height on the
ground
3. Simulation of falling of the quadruped robot from 0.5 meter height on the
ground
4. Simulation of falling of the quadruped robot from 1.5 meter height on the
ground
5. Simulation of the jumping motion of the quadruped robot
These simulations are performed for both the penalty-based algorithm and the
exact contact model.
5.4.1 Simulation of Quadruped Trot
Trot is a running gait in four-legged locomotion where diagonal legs lifted off the
ground at the same time. In these simulations, the trot reference is generated by
a zero moment point (ZMP) based method [1]. Two contact models (and also
their associated simulation integration techniques) are evaluated based on results
of simulation, namely, recorded curves of body position, body orientation and
contact forces. The robot has four contact points, each located at a leg tip.
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In this simulation, the robot runs along the x direction and the position compo-
nents are seen in Figures 5.2a and 5.2b. The total traveled distance in x direction
is around 0.9 meter with the exact contact model and around 0.7 meter with the
penalty-based model. The difference can be explained by the slip of the robot
feet. The slip is related to the by the friction model. The friction is modeled
as viscous and Coulomb friction in both simulations. However, Coulomb friction
forces are modeled via a special ad hoc spring system [27] in the penalty-based
method while being formulated as a LCP in exact contact model. Figures 5.2c
and 5.2d show that the body traveled in the y direction around 0.1 meter with
the exact contact model and around 0.18 meter with the penalty-based model.
This results from the asymetric right and left side foot references in the beginning
of the trot. It should be noted that the trot gate controller does not have yaw
directional orientational feedback. The sole control action being executed is that
of PID joint position controller. The trot position references are provided in terms
of joint positions. There is no remarkable difference between body position in the
z direction in Figures 5.2e and 5.2f.
The roll, pitch and yaw angles of the body are shown in Fig. 5.3. In penalty-based
and exact contact simulations, orientation of the robot is almost identical except
for the yaw axis. The differences in yaw angle result from different realizations
of Coulomb friction at the contacts. The forces are shown in Figures 5.4, 5.5, 5.6
and 5.7. The figures refer to the contact forces in leg for right back leg, left back
leg, right front leg and left front leg, respectively. The contact forces in the x
direction and the y direction are friction forces and the forces in the z direction
keep the robot up to ground. Moreover, the forces in the z direction are equal to
zero when there is no contact. When contact occurs, there is a positive force in
the z direction.
The significant point of the results, according to the observed forces and positions
is that the contact forces do not increase the energy of system. In contrary, they
conserve the energy or absorb the energy based on the elasticity of system. That
results in a realistic behaviour in the simulation environment.
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Figure 5.2: (a) position of body in x direction for exact contact model, (b)
Position of body in x direction for penalty based model, (c) Position of body
in y direction for exact contact model, (d) Position of body in y direction for
penalty based model, (e) Position of body in z direction for exact contact model,
(f) Position of body in z direction for penalty based model
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Figure 5.3: (a) Roll of body for exact contact model, (b) Roll of body for
penalty based model, (c) Pitch of body for exact contact model, (d) Pitch of
body for penalty based model, (e) Yaw of body for exact contact model, (f)
Yaw of body for penalty based model
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Figure 5.4: (a) Contact Force of right back leg in x direction for exact contact
model, (b) Contact Force of right back leg in x direction for penalty based
model, (c) Contact Force of right back leg in y direction for exact contact model,
(d) Contact Force of right back leg in y direction for penalty based model, (e)
Contact Force of right back leg in z direction for exact contact model, (f) Contact
Force of right back leg in z direction for penalty based model
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Figure 5.5: (a) Contact Force of left back leg in x direction for exact contact
model, (b) Contact Force of left back leg in x direction for penalty based model,
(c) Contact Force of left back leg in y direction for exact contact model, (d)
Contact Force of left back leg in y direction for penalty based model, (e) Contact
Force of left back leg in z direction for exact contact model, (f) Contact Force
of left back leg in z direction for penalty based model
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Figure 5.6: (a) Contact Force of right front leg in x direction for exact contact
model, (b) Contact Force of right front leg in x direction for penalty based model,
(c) Contact Force of right front leg in y direction for exact contact model, (d)
Contact Force of right front leg in y direction for penalty based model, (e)
Contact Force of right front leg in z direction for exact contact model, (f)
Contact Force of right front leg in z direction for penalty based model
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Figure 5.7: (a) Contact Force of left front leg in x direction for exact contact
model, (b) Contact Force of left front leg in x direction for penalty based model,
(c) Contact Force of left front leg in y direction for exact contact model, (d)
Contact Force of left front leg in y direction for penalty based model, (e) Contact
Force of left front leg in z direction for exact contact model, (f) Contact Force
of left front leg in z direction for penalty based model
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5.4.2 Simulation of Fall of the Quadruped Robot from a
0.1 meter Height
In this scenario, the quadruped is initially stationary at 0.1 meter altitude and it
falls due to gravity. The aim of this simulation is evaluating the performance of
the penalty-based model and the exact contact model when the quadruped falls
from a low altitude. The joint position controller keeps joint positions fixed in
their initial values.
The position of the robot CoG is shown in Fig. 5.8. According to the results,
the robot falls from 0.1 meter and stays at ground level after the establisment
of contact is occured. Both simulations are succeeded with this moderately low
altitude fall.
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Figure 5.8: (a) position of body in x direction for exact contact model, (b)
Position of body in x direction for penalty based model, (c) Position of body
in y direction for exact contact model, (d) Position of body in y direction for
penalty based model, (e) Position of body in z direction for exact contact model,
(f) Position of body in z direction for penalty based model
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Figure 5.9: (a) Roll of body for exact contact model, (b) Roll of body for
penalty based model, (c) Pitch of body for exact contact model, (d) Pitch of
body for penalty based model, (e) Yaw of body for exact contact model, (f)
Yaw of body for penalty based model
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Figure 5.10: (a) Contact Force of right back leg in x direction for exact
contact model, (b) Contact Force of right back leg in x direction for penalty
based model, (c) Contact Force of right back leg in y direction for exact contact
model, (d) Contact Force of right back leg in y direction for penalty based model,
(e) Contact Force of right back leg in z direction for exact contact model, (f)
Contact Force of right back leg in z direction for penalty based model
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Figure 5.11: (a) Contact Force of left back leg in x direction for exact contact
model, (b) Contact Force of left back leg in x direction for penalty based model,
(c) Contact Force of left back leg in y direction for exact contact model, (d)
Contact Force of left back leg in y direction for penalty based model, (e) Contact
Force of left back leg in z direction for exact contact model, (f) Contact Force
of left back leg in z direction for penalty based model
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Figure 5.12: (a) Contact Force of right front leg in x direction for exact
contact model, (b) Contact Force of right front leg in x direction for penalty
based model, (c) Contact Force of right front leg in y direction for exact contact
model, (d) Contact Force of right front leg in y direction for penalty based model,
(e) Contact Force of right front leg in z direction for exact contact model, (f)
Contact Force of right front leg in z direction for penalty based model
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Figure 5.13: (a) Contact Force of left front leg in x direction for exact contact
model, (b) Contact Force of left front leg in x direction for penalty based model,
(c) Contact Force of left front leg in y direction for exact contact model, (d)
Contact Force of left front leg in y direction for penalty based model, (e) Contact
Force of left front leg in z direction for exact contact model, (f) Contact Force
of left front leg in z direction for penalty based model
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5.4.3 Simulation of the Fall of the Quadruped Robot From
a 0.5 meter Height
In the previous simulation, robot falls from 0.1 meter and the simulations are
successful in both penalty-based and exact contact models. In this simulation, the
models are tested by increasing the height to 0.5 meter.
In the penalty-based simulation, collision and contact forces reach unrealistic val-
ues as shown in Figures 5.16, 5.17, 5.18 and 5.19. When dropped from this height,
there are high amounts of ground penetration, which, as a result cause these high
forces. The robot flies to very high altitude as shown in Fig. 5.14. This is the
main drawback of penalty-based model and it is observed in this simulation.
In contrast to the penalty-based method, the exact contact model is successful
in the simulation. As shown in Fig. 5.14e, when the robot falls from 0.5 meter
and when it collides with the ground, the contact forces in the z direction reach
high but reasonable values. After the fall, the robot bounces of the ground, turns
upside down and falls again. This is observed in Fig. 5.15. As mentioned above,
the robot model has contact points only at the tips of its legs. For this reason,
the body of the robot does not contact the ground and goes to -0.6 meter in the
z direction. Energy of the fall is absorbed by the collisions between the tip of
the legs and ground. Magnitudes of collision forces decline steadily as shown in
Figures 5.16, 5.17,5.18 and 5.19. Moreover, the body position components in x
and y directions converge to constant values due to friction forces.
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Figure 5.14: (a) position of body in x direction for exact contact model, (b)
Position of body in x direction for penalty based model, (c) Position of body
in y direction for exact contact model, (d) Position of body in y direction for
penalty based model, (e) Position of body in z direction for exact contact model,
(f) Position of body in z direction for penalty based model
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Figure 5.15: (a) Roll of body for exact contact model, (b) Roll of body for
penalty based model, (c) Pitch of body for exact contact model, (d) Pitch of
body for penalty based model, (e) Yaw of body for exact contact model, (f)
Yaw of body for penalty based model
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Figure 5.16: (a) Contact Force of right back leg in x direction for exact
contact model, (b) Contact Force of right back leg in x direction for penalty
based model, (c) Contact Force of right back leg in y direction for exact contact
model, (d) Contact Force of right back leg in y direction for penalty based model,
(e) Contact Force of right back leg in z direction for exact contact model, (f)
Contact Force of right back leg in z direction for penalty based model
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Figure 5.17: (a) Contact Force of left back leg in x direction for exact contact
model, (b) Contact Force of left back leg in x direction for penalty based model,
(c) Contact Force of left back leg in y direction for exact contact model, (d)
Contact Force of left back leg in y direction for penalty based model, (e) Contact
Force of left back leg in z direction for exact contact model, (f) Contact Force
of left back leg in z direction for penalty based model
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Figure 5.18: (a) Contact Force of right front leg in x direction for exact
contact model, (b) Contact Force of right front leg in x direction for penalty
based model, (c) Contact Force of right front leg in y direction for exact contact
model, (d) Contact Force of right front leg in y direction for penalty based model,
(e) Contact Force of right front leg in z direction for exact contact model, (f)
Contact Force of right front leg in z direction for penalty based model
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Figure 5.19: (a) Contact Force of left front leg in x direction for exact contact
model, (b) Contact Force of left front leg in x direction for penalty based model,
(c) Contact Force of left front leg in y direction for exact contact model, (d)
Contact Force of left front leg in y direction for penalty based model, (e) Contact
Force of left front leg in z direction for exact contact model, (f) Contact Force
of left front leg in z direction for penalty based model
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5.4.4 Simulation of the Fall of the Quadruped Robot From
a 1.5 meter Height
The falling simulation is carried out again with an increasing height of 1.5 meters.
The penalty-based method failed in the previous simulation. Therefore, it fails as
expected in this simulation too. According to the results, the ground forces go to
extremely high values with the penalty-based method. The exact contact model
was successful in this case too. The same behaviour as in the previous simulation
is observed. The robot falls from 1.5 meter, collides with the ground, bounces of
the ground, and falls upside down. By consecutive collisions, the potential energy
is absorbed and the robot settles on the ground. The results of this simulation
with the two models are presented in Figures 5.20 - 5.25
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Figure 5.20: (a) position of body in x direction for exact contact model, (b)
Position of body in x direction for penalty based model, (c) Position of body
in y direction for exact contact model, (d) Position of body in y direction for
penalty based model, (e) Position of body in z direction for exact contact model,
(f) Position of body in z direction for penalty based model
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Figure 5.21: (a) Roll of body for exact contact model, (b) Roll of body for
penalty based model, (c) Pitch of body for exact contact model, (d) Pitch of
body for penalty based model, (e) Yaw of body for exact contact model, (f)
Yaw of body for penalty based model
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Figure 5.22: (a) Contact Force of right back leg in x direction for exact
contact model, (b) Contact Force of right back leg in x direction for penalty
based model, (c) Contact Force of right back leg in y direction for exact contact
model, (d) Contact Force of right back leg in y direction for penalty based model,
(e) Contact Force of right back leg in z direction for exact contact model, (f)
Contact Force of right back leg in z direction for penalty based model
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Figure 5.23: (a) Contact Force of left back leg in x direction for exact contact
model, (b) Contact Force of left back leg in x direction for penalty based model,
(c) Contact Force of left back leg in y direction for exact contact model, (d)
Contact Force of left back leg in y direction for penalty based model, (e) Contact
Force of left back leg in z direction for exact contact model, (f) Contact Force
of left back leg in z direction for penalty based model
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Figure 5.24: (a) Contact Force of right front leg in x direction for exact
contact model, (b) Contact Force of right front leg in x direction for penalty
based model, (c) Contact Force of right front leg in y direction for exact contact
model, (d) Contact Force of right front leg in y direction for penalty based model,
(e) Contact Force of right front leg in z direction for exact contact model, (f)
Contact Force of right front leg in z direction for penalty based model
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Figure 5.25: (a) Contact Force of left front leg in x direction for exact contact
model, (b) Contact Force of left front leg in x direction for penalty based model,
(c) Contact Force of left front leg in y direction for exact contact model, (d)
Contact Force of left front leg in y direction for penalty based model, (e) Contact
Force of left front leg in z direction for exact contact model, (f) Contact Force
of left front leg in z direction for penalty based model
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5.4.5 Simulation of the Jumping Motion of the Quadruped
Robot
In our research, we are interested in a quadruped robot that is capable of jumping
to certain heights. The two contact methods are used in simulations to see if
they handle jumping differently than they did with falling. The jumping reference
generated first prompt the quadruped to crouch and then to jump upwards by
extending its legs. The change of positions and forces are tracked just like in the
previous simulations.
Results for the penalty-based contact model are similiar to its high altitude fall
counterparts. As the quadruped is extending its legs to jump, there is a sudden
increase in the ground penetration which results in extremely high contact forces.
This can be observed in Figures 5.28f, 5.29f, 5.30f and 5.31f. In the corresponding
figures for the exact contact model, realistic forces are observed. As shown in Fig.
5.26e, with the exact model, the robot jumps and reaches to 2.2 meters.
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Figure 5.26: (a) position of body in x direction for exact contact model, (b)
Position of body in x direction for penalty based model, (c) Position of body
in y direction for exact contact model, (d) Position of body in y direction for
penalty based model, (e) Position of body in z direction for exact contact model,
(f) Position of body in z direction for penalty based model
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Figure 5.27: (a) Roll of body for exact contact model, (b) Roll of body for
penalty based model, (c) Pitch of body for exact contact model, (d) Pitch of
body for penalty based model, (e) Yaw of body for exact contact model, (f)
Yaw of body for penalty based model
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Figure 5.28: (a) Contact Force of right back leg in x direction for exact
contact model, (b) Contact Force of right back leg in x direction for penalty
based model, (c) Contact Force of right back leg in y direction for exact contact
model, (d) Contact Force of right back leg in y direction for penalty based model,
(e) Contact Force of right back leg in z direction for exact contact model, (f)
Contact Force of right back leg in z direction for penalty based model
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Figure 5.29: (a) Contact Force of left back leg in x direction for exact contact
model, (b) Contact Force of left back leg in x direction for penalty based model,
(c) Contact Force of left back leg in y direction for exact contact model, (d)
Contact Force of left back leg in y direction for penalty based model, (e) Contact
Force of left back leg in z direction for exact contact model, (f) Contact Force
of left back leg in z direction for penalty based model
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Figure 5.30: (a) Contact Force of right front leg in x direction for exact
contact model, (b) Contact Force of right front leg in x direction for penalty
based model, (c) Contact Force of right front leg in y direction for exact contact
model, (d) Contact Force of right front leg in y direction for penalty based model,
(e) Contact Force of right front leg in z direction for exact contact model, (f)
Contact Force of right front leg in z direction for penalty based model
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Figure 5.31: (a) Contact Force of left front leg in x direction for exact contact
model, (b) Contact Force of left front leg in x direction for penalty based model,
(c) Contact Force of left front leg in y direction for exact contact model, (d)
Contact Force of left front leg in y direction for penalty based model, (e) Contact
Force of left front leg in z direction for exact contact model, (f) Contact Force
of left front leg in z direction for penalty based model
Chapter 6
Conclusion
In this thesis, an exact contact model for legged robot dynamics simulations is
implemented.
Widely-used dynamics model derivation techniques for simulation are the Newton
Euler algorithm and the Euler Lagrange formulation. These approaches require
computational steps involving the inversion of the inertia matrix during the simula-
tion. In contrast, the ABM does not require this inversion. The ABM is employed
in this thesis in order to avoid computational complexity.
Constraints which are used by the exact contact model to obtain contact forces
between the robot and ground were employed. Additional constraints related to
collision dynamics are used too. These constraints are defined as a LCP. To solve
the LCP, Lemke’s algorithm and the projected Gauss Seidel algorithm are used.
Advantages and disadvantages of the algorithms are discussed. A comparison is
made between exact contact method and penalty based contact modeling algo-
rithms.
Simulation studies are carried out for a quadruped robot. Two different simula-
tion models with identical dynamics parameters are employed for the purpose of
comparison. One of them uses the exact contact modeling algorithm equipped
with the ABM, and the other one employs spring-damper based penalty contact
with the Newton-Euler algorithm. In the simulation scenarios, the robot trots,
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falls from varius heights and jumps. These acts are defined as highly dynamic
movements.
Simulation results show that exact contact model satisfies the expectations. In
other words, the model gives realistic results for all conditions. However, the
penalty-based model failed for most of the fall down and jumping scenarios. The
main reason of the failure is that, in penalty based algorithm, the resulting contact
force becomes massive when the penetration into the ground is deep. Landing and
take-off are dynamic motion phases in which unrealistically deep interpenetrations
can occur due to the finite simulation integration frequency.
The exact contact model has significant advantages in comparison to the penalty
based model and it has superior performance for high dynamic motion in simula-
tion environment.
The resulting contact model and ABM based integration technique will be used as
a building block of the simulation environment in the TUBITAK 114E618 Project
Quadruped Robot Design, Construction and Control.
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